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6 Exterior House Colors
with Exceptional
Curb Appeal

8 Pretty Pergola Ideas
To Transform Your
Patio & Backyard

12 Spring Decorating Ideas
to Freshen Up Your
Home This Season
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Mahallati is an internationally 
acclaimed interior design, 
manufacturing and 
production firm based in bali, 
indonesia. 

With a team of over 
120 artisans, designers, 
woodcrafters, metal workers, 
upholsterers and consultants 
in related fields with over 

a century of collective 
industry experience; we 
work closely with our clients 
to create exceptional work. 
Our innovative workflow 
results in a true end-to-end 
solution and our growing 
portfolio of successfully 
executed projects have won 
awards and hearts across 3 
continents.
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8 PRETTY PERGOLA 
IDEAS TO TRANSFORM 
YOUR PATIO & 
BACKYARD

The dreary, dark days of winter may be upon us now, but spring and its warmer weather 
are right around the corner. If you’re thinking about revamping your outdoor space, 
consider constructing a pergola. What is a pergola? It’s a rustic, pavilionlike structure 
supported by beams and typically topped with an open lattice roof to provide shade for 
your warm-weather picnics and strolls, as well as a structure for vines like wisteria and 
bougainvillea to run wild.

They’re also the perfect addition to gardens both large and small for a touch of elegance 
and to maximize your time spent outdoors. To kick-start some inspiration, we’ve 
rounded up the best pergola ideas to inspire your garden plans. Whether a respite from 
the sunshine or a covering for the dining area, the inspiring spaces of the likes of Ina 
Garten, Reese Witherspoon, and 14 others have you covered—literally!
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In interior designer Cliff Fong’s midcentury ranch, a distressed pergola covers 
a lush dining area above his backyard’s nearly 400 orchids. Simple furniture 
ensures the surrounding nature is still the star of the show.

COMPLEMENTARY COVER
1

An extension of fabric designer Natasha Baradaran’s Los Angeles home, a 
narrow pergola blends in with the rest of the home’s exterior. Painted all 
white, the structure casts shade over the seating area without feeling too 
closed in.

SMALL BUT MIGHTY
2
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To coordinate with the rest of this Southampton, New York, home’s rustic 
nature, a wooden pergola is covered with vines of white wisteria. Not only 
does the flowing plant provide more shade, but it also creates a natural 
transition to the rest of the outdoor space.

WILD WISTERIA
3

In model Eugenia Silva’s outdoor space, a sparse pergola offers a shady respite from the 
Portuguese sun. The stark white creates contrast against Silva’s colorful upholstery and 
cushions.

CONTRAST WITH ACCESSORIES
4
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FULLY SHADED

Featuring a fully thatched roof as opposed to wide, open beams, this pergola in 
Greece shades those underneath completely. Built out of laminated bamboo, the 
covering encompasses a poolside dining area and lounge chairs.

5

On Reese Witherspoon’s Los Angeles terrace, vintage dining furniture sits 
beneath an abundance of vining greenery. Not only does the covered pergola 
offer a romantic feel, but it also negates the need for constant maintenance.

LET THE PLANTS TAKE OVER
6
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Rather than a large pergola to cover an entire porch or terrace, chef Ina 
Garten’s version covers just a garden bench, carving out a shady spot in 
her otherwise sun-soaked yard.

A SIMPLE SETTING
7

Attached to the pool house on this Bridgehampton, New York, property, an understated 
pergola offers poolgoers some respite without having to venture all the way indoors.

BRIDGE THE INTERIOR WITH
THE EXTERIOR

8
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6 EXTERIOR HOUSE 
COLORS WITH 
EXCEPTIONAL CURB 
APPEAL

Few tricks transform a space quite like a fresh coat of paint. And while you may have gone 
ham on the walls of your domicile, you’re ready to think outside the box (er, home) with 
an updated exterior makeover. Choosing the right modern paint color for your home’s 
exterior can have a major effect on the vibe (and value) of your house and provide an 
opportunity to showcase the geographical region or time period in which your home was 
built.

Of course, painting the outside of your home can be costly and cumbersome, so do 
your research and choose your colors wisely. Whether you’re highlighting your home’s 
architectural details or bringing some vibrance to your neighborhood, adding color to a 
lackluster front facade or aiming to transform your drab backyard into a Beverly Hills–
worthy oasis—we’ve got just the inspiration you need for your next home renovation 
project. From woodsy neutrals to vibrantly painted stucco, your before-and-after is 
bound to leave a lasting impression on you and your neighbors.
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6 Exterior House Colors with Exceptional Curb Appeal

The blush-colored exterior walls of this Roman penthouse designed by 
the firm Alvisi Kirimoto match the terra-cotta floor tiles—an effect only 
heightened by the warm Italian sun.

SANDY PINK
2

The most popular exterior color by miles, a clean, white exterior is 
never a bad idea, whether you’re lucky to own a luxe Hollywood estate 
or a sleek, modern aesthetic. For design firm Chango & Co., based in 
Brooklyn, “we like Benjamin Moore’s Super White color because it 
doesn’t feature a lot of strong undertones and it feels fresh.”

BRIGHT WHITE
1
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6 Exterior House Colors with Exceptional Curb Appeal

For a home that exudes a nonchalant attitude, try painting your exterior a cream or off-
white shade like the exterior of this Spanish-style hacienda. According to a survey by 
Alside, 20 percent of homeowners would opt for a cream or off-white shade for their 
siding in 2023, and 14 percent would pick a true white. Designer Audrey Sheck would 
consider herself among those, noting that she loves cream paint for its versatility. “It has 
a historic feel to it thanks to the dimension and character infused into the color,” she says.

CREAMY WHITE
3

Take a note from this country guest barn by Hendricks Churchill for your 
next exterior paint job. A hunter green pulls from all the surrounding 
nature and is great for those looking for a bold yet understated shade. 
Studio Green by Farrow & Ball is a favorite among designers like And And 
And Studio and Studio DB.

HUNTER GREEN
4
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6 Exterior House Colors with Exceptional Curb Appeal

Whether you want your home to become one with nature or are simply looking for a dark 
statement like this striking shou sugi ban residence, a rich, mahogany brown paint can 
achieve both. It will mimic the tree bark and natural tones of your home’s surroundings, 
and the paint color will feel fresh for years to come.

MAHOGANY BROWN
5

Lean into the midcentury modern trend that is 
sweeping interiors, and take it outside. Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s iconic Two Rivers, Wisconsin, home boasts a 
vibrant red exterior that is brown enough not to read 
too firetruck red.

BRICK RED
6
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6 SPRING DECORATING 
IDEAS TO FRESHEN
UP YOUR HOME
THIS SEASON

It’s been a long, cold winter, and we’re ready for relaxing days soaking up some vitamin 
D. There’s no better way to welcome the new season than by giving your home a fresh 
update with a warm and inviting look. And the good news? Incorporating new elements 
into your home decor doesn’t have to put a dent in your wallet.

Whether you’d like to simply add a select table centerpiece or go for a whole home revamp, 
we’ve got some egg-cellent ideas for you, from fresh flower arrangements to soft-hued 
color palettes to the inclusion of a few darling critter figurines. And we’re sharing some 
chic ideas on how to swap out a few decor items like baskets, blankets, or a dinnerware 
set. However you choose to put a spring in your step, these 12 home decor ideas will 
revive any space.
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6 Spring Decorating Ideas to Freshen Up Your Home This Season

If you’re tired of the same faux spring decorations, add your own 
colorful flair to something from your backyard. This Easter pom-pom 
tree is as fresh as it is funky. “It’s a beautiful way to add a handmade 
touch while staying elegant,” says Brittany Watson Jepsen, founder 
and creative director of The House That Lars Built.

ADD POM-POMS
1

Lori Rhode personalized her console table for spring by conjuring up all the best visions of 
the season. “An abundance of bunnies, blossoms, and baskets of greenery were cohesively 
arranged and meant to represent the start of Easter,” she explains.

GREEN AND MORE GREEN
2
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6 Spring Decorating Ideas to Freshen Up Your Home This Season

For home and gardening enthusiast Haze Navarro, spring is the most exciting 
time to spruce up the home. “The season offers plenty of opportunities to mix 
classic with campy while still bringing a fresh look to the table,” she says. Opt 
for a table display that contrasts with the existing color palette, like these two 
adorable statement wired bunnies that are joyously impossible to miss.

A HOPPY DINNER DISPLAY
3

If you’ve mastered the sophisticated neutral look, this chic mantel 
display might spark a few ideas. “The inspiration for my Easter mantel 
came from the cute wooden garland,” says blogger Lori Hanrehan, who 
describes her home decor style as casual French country with a touch of 
English cottage. “Clay pots filled with wooden eggs, vintage books, soft 
blooms, and candles blend together beautifully to create a simple but 
cheerful holiday display!”

ANTIQUATED SPRING
4
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6 Spring Decorating Ideas to Freshen Up Your Home This Season

How many flowers is too many? According to Lenox’s chief creative officer Fawn Ostriak. 
you can never have enough. Freshen up your spring table by styling colorful flowers with 
traditional dishware. “Lush floral patterns and colors will provide that perfect spring 
aesthetic,” adds Ostriak.

MIX AND MATCH6

Pink blossoms are perhaps the most iconic spring motif. Take a few notes from Lory 
Bernstein’s Easter table display by pairing pretty pink blossoms with contrasting teal 
dinnerware for a look that is brimming with charm.

BANQUETS AND BLOSSOMS
5
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